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Five curriculum-aligned questions have been asked to stakeholders working in the Australian
agricultural sector. Learn about the technologies and innovations that are helping people
sustainably produce Australia's food and fibre. 

Access links and resources throughout this document to deliver a National Ag Week lesson.
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Explore how familiar products, services and environments are designed by people
(AC9TDEFK01)
Explore the ways people make and use observations and questions to learn about the natural
world (AC9SFH01)

Identify how familiar products, services and environments are designed and produced by
people to meet personal or local community needs and sustainability (AC9TDE2K01)
Explore how plants and animals are grown for food, clothing and shelter (AC9TDE2K03)
Describe how people use science in their daily lives, including using patterns to make scientific
predictions (AC9S1H01)
Describe how people use science in their daily lives, including using patterns to make scientific
predictions (AC9S2H01)

Examine design and technologies occupations and factors, including sustainability, that impact
on the design of products, services and environments to meet community needs (AC9TDE4K01)
Describe the ways of producing food and fibre (AC9TDE4K03)
Consider how people use scientific explanations to meet a need or solve a problem (AC9S3H02)
Consider how people use scientific explanations to meet a need or solve a problem (AC9S4H02)

Explain how people in design and technologies occupations consider competing factors
including sustainability in the design of products, services and environments (AC9TDE6K01)
Explain how and why food and fibre are produced in managed environments (AC9TDE6K03)
Investigate how scientific knowledge is used by individuals and communities to identify
problems, consider responses and make decisions (AC9S5H02)
Investigate how scientific knowledge is used by individuals and communities to identify
problems, consider responses and make decisions (AC9S6H02)

PRIMARY

Foundation

Year 1- 2

Year 3- 4

Year 5- 6
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Analyse how food and fibre are produced in managed environments and how these can
become sustainable (AC9TDE8K04)
Analyse the impact of innovation and the development of technologies on designed solutions
for global preferred futures (AC9TDE8K02)
Analyse how people in design and technologies occupations consider ethical and
sustainability factors to design and produce products, services and environments
(AC9TDE8K01) 
Examine how proposed scientific responses to contemporary issues may impact on society
and explore ethical, environmental, social and economic considerations (AC9S7H03)
Examine how proposed scientific responses to contemporary issues may impact on society
and explore ethical, environmental, social and economic considerations (AC9S8H03)

Analyse how people in design and technologies occupations consider ethical, security and
sustainability factors to innovate and improve products, services and environments
(AC9TDE10K01)
Analyse the impact of innovation, enterprise and emerging technologies on designed solutions
for global preferred futures (AC9TDE10K02)
Analyse and make judgements on the ethical, secure and sustainable production and
marketing of food and fibre enterprises (AC9TDE10K04)
Investigate how advances in technologies enable advances in science, and how science has
contributed to developments in technologies and engineering (AC9S9H02)
Examine how the values and needs of society influence the focus of scientific research
(AC9S9H04)
Investigate how advances in technologies enable advances in science, and how science has
contributed to developments in technologies and engineering (AC9S10H02)
Examine how the values and needs of society influence the focus of scientific research
(AC9S10H04)

SECONDARY

Year 7-8

Year 9-10
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RESOURCE SUMMARY

Learn about the ground-based platform that is changing efficiencies
in fruit crop research. The Green Atlas Cartographer can accurately
map flowers, fruit, and canopy geometry significantly faster than
labour employed to count, measure, and create records. 

The technology collects precise information using a variety of sensors
and artificial intelligence systems. The equipment is mounted on an
ATV that drives down the orchard rows, using cameras on either side,
a LiDAR and GPS reference points that capture data, including fruit
number, colour, size or flower number, and canopy structure.

Hear about how collecting and interpreting this data is used to make
management decisions, inform precise actions, and maximise the
sustainability and profitability of the orchard. 

Agriculture Victoria has co-invested in the Green Atlas Cartographer
project with Hort Innovation.
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PhD Research Scientist, 
Crop Physiology Team, 
Agriculture Victoria 
TATURA SMARTFARM, VIC

Primary video
Secondary video

Access the resources by clicking
on the links below.

Photos supplied: Agriculture Victoria

https://youtu.be/rEzIQ0nFMeQ
https://youtu.be/qZqayLVJKuA
https://primezone.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Celebrate-STEM-and-Innovation-in-Food-Fibre-Production-Student-Worksheets-Primary-.pdf
https://primezone.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Celebrate-STEM-and-Innovation-in-Food-and-Fibre-Production-Student-Worksheets-Secondary.pdf
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